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Volkswagen Golf
2.0 TSI BlueMotion Tech R Hatchback 3dr Petrol Manual
4Motion Euro 6 (s/s) (300 ps)
One Previous owner

£13,795

2015 PETROL MANUAL RED 70,952 MILES 1,984CC

DESCRIPTION
Performance Perfected: VW Golf R 2.0 TSI BlueMotion Tech R Hatchback 
 
 
 
Unleash the thrill of driving with this exhilarating VW Golf R 2.0 TSI BlueMotion Tech R Hatchback. Combining dynamic performance, 
cutting-edge technology, and sleek design, this hatchback is engineered for those who demand an unparalleled driving experience. 
 
 
 
 
 
High-Performance Engine: Powered by a 2.0-liter TSI petrol engine, this Golf R delivers an impressive 300 PS, ensuring rapid 
acceleration and a thrilling drive every time you hit the road. 
 
Manual Transmission: The precise 6-speed manual transmission offers an engaging and responsive driving experience, allowing you to 
fully enjoy the power and agility of this hot hatch. 
 
4Motion All-Wheel Drive: Equipped with VW’s advanced 4Motion all-wheel-drive system, the Golf R provides exceptional traction and 
stability, ensuring confident handling in all driving conditions. 
 
BlueMotion Technology: VW’s BlueMotion Technology enhances fuel efficiency and reduces emissions, making this high-performance 
car more environmentally friendly without compromising on power. 
 
Sporty Design: The R trim features aggressive styling with distinctive R badging, sporty alloy wheels, and a bold exterior that reflects its 
high-performance capabilities. 
 
Premium Interior: Inside, you'll find sport seats, a flat-bottom steering wheel, dual-zone climate control, and a premium infotainment 

Taunton Road Car Centre,
Stockmoor Park, Taunton Road, Bridgwater, Somerset, TA6 6LD

Tel: 01278 455999 
Mob: 07725 647413

https://tauntonroadcarcentre.co.uk

Despite our best efforts to present details accurately on our website, some variations, errors or omissions may occur. The information contained on this website does not
constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle, accessory or specification.

Please contact us to confirm vehicle price, features & details before making any decision to purchase.
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